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WE PROVIDE THE SPARK. 
YOU PROVIDE THE FUEL.
Situations we’ve never seen before in our lifetimes – like a global pandemic – 
demand new solutions. They’re challenges, and opportunities. They’re a true 
test of innovation, and of creativity. 

As a leading force for advancing healthcare for women and health equity for all, Women’s College Hospital is no 

stranger to disrupting the status quo. This past year has highlighted some of the deepest social, economic and 

health disparities affecting Canadians today. We’ve seen the disproportionate impact of the pandemic on those 

who are too often underserved and, in the face of the greatest healthcare challenge of our time, responded with an 

even deeper commitment to championing health equity than ever before. 

This past year, Women’s College Hospital has demonstrated its extraordinary ability to apply innovation and 

creativity at every level. Our staff and physicians were redeployed into new and essential roles to meet the needs of 

our community and we leveraged our remarkable strengths in technology to provide virtual care to patients in their 

homes – ensuring they are safe and cared for, and out of hospital. And perhaps most importantly, we ensured more 

equitable, accessible healthcare at a time when the inequities in our society were deepest. 

The talented minds at Women’s College Hospital provided the spark to ignite innovation – and as a supporter, 

you provide the fuel. None of the accomplishments you’ll read about here would have been possible without the 

support of generous donors like you who share our commitment to revolutionizing healthcare for a healthier, more 

equitable world. Thank you for your vision.

Jennifer Bernard, CFRE
President & CEO  
Women’s College Hospital Foundation

HIGHLIGHTS OF 
OPERATIONS AND  
FUND BALANCES
 2021 2020

REVENUE  

Donations and Fundraising 16,578,217  11,459,664 

Net Investment Income (loss) 9,954,615  (1,866,843)

Total Revenue 26,532,832  9,592,821 
  

GRANTS AND ACTIVITIES  

Fundraising & Administration 4,314,609  4,519,024 

Grants  6,772,387  6,272,068 

Change in Fund Balances 15,445,835  (1,198,271)
  

FUND BALANCES AT YEAR END  

Unrestricted Funds 3,473,457  13,588 

Restricted Funds 62,664,684  50,678,717 

Total Funds 66,138,141  50,692,305 

AMOUNT RAISED DURING THE YEAR    

Revenue from above 16,578,217   11,459,664 

Pledges signed during the year  6,144,530   5,408,837 

Total 22,722,747   16,868,501 

SOURCES OF REVENUE 2020/2021

Major Giving                                           10,717,668 

Bequests                                                1,344,529 

Annual Donors                                          1,475,376 

Events                                                     982,047 

Cause Marketing                                        2,058,597 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16,578,217 

WHO ARE OUR DONORS? 

 Individuals               11%

 Corporations             11%

 Bequests                  8%

 Special Events             6%

 Foundations &  

 Registered Charities     52%

 Cause Marketing        12%

FUNDING BY PROGRAM AREA 

 Academic &  
 Research Chairs          15%

 Capital & Equipment    19%

 Clinical Programs        16%

 Gilgan Centre for  
 Women’s Cancers        22%

 Research & Education    22%

 WIHV*                    7%

*Women’s College Hospital Institute for Health 
System Solutions and Virtual Care

DONOR IMPACT REPORT 2020-21

YOU’VE TURNED A YEAR  
OF CHALLENGE INTO A 
YEAR OF INNOVATION

WE ARE SO GRATEFUL.  

Note: Donor listings are available online at wchf.ca.  
Audited financial statements are available online or upon request. 

wchf

wchfdn

These extraordinary advancements 
in research and care have been made 
possible thanks to the enduring 
commitment and shared vision of our 
generous donor community. Thank you for 
helping to turn a year of challenge into a 
year of innovation.
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MARCH 10
The Slaight Family Foundation announces a $1-million gift for the hospital’s Trauma Therapy Program and for the 
Centre for Wise Practices in Indigenous Health to expand its trauma-informed, collaborative care program in response 
to widespread mental health challenges resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.

MARCH 2020 APRIL 2020 MAY 2020 JULY 2020 SEPTEMBER 2020 OCTOBER 2020 NOVEMBER 2020 DECEMBER 2020 JANUARY 2021 FEBRUARY 2021 MARCH 2021

MARCH 19
The COVID-19 Assessment 
Centre opens at Women’s 
College Hospital (WCH),  
the first in Toronto - 
made possible thanks to 
generous support  
from the WCH community.

SEPTEMBER 6
WCH mobile COVID testing teams complete a remarkable 5,000 
tests in communities around Toronto.

APRIL 2
Long-Term Care Plus (LTC+) launches, a virtual care program that connects 
caregivers at Long-Term Care homes with 24/7 medical and diagnostic support.

OCTOBER 6
At the inaugural Black Healthcare Summit hosted by Women’s College Hospital 
Foundation, a panel of healthcare leaders share insights into the key issues contributing 
to poor health outcomes for Black people – especially Black women – in Canada. 

FEBRUARY 4
The Centre for Wise Practices in Indigenous Health at WCH, 
in partnership with several Indigenous health organizations, 
launches Maad’ooking Mskiki – Sharing Medicine: a virtual 

resource of accessible and culturally specific information about 
COVID-19 vaccines for First Nations, Inuit and Métis people. 

JANUARY 3
The COVID-19 Assessment Centre  
at WCH completes its 100,000th test.

DECEMBER
Tanveer’s “worst-nightmare” came true when her 
parents and brother Sammy, who has a complex 
health condition, tested positive for COVID-19. Thanks 
to virtual support from WCH’s COVIDCare@Home 
program, her entire family was able to recover from 
COVID-19 without a single hospital visit. 

“Women have unique health needs and challenges 
and the staff and researchers at WCH are devoting 
their time and energy to finding ways to meet 
those unique needs. An investment in WCH is an 
investment in my own health, and the health of 
women everywhere. Giving back is my way of saying 
‘thank you.’”

LOUISE

MID-APRIL
WCH’s mobile COVID testing units launch, 
completing 300 COVID-19 tests in hard-hit 
Long-Term Care (LTC) homes in the first 
weekend, and soon reaching shelters 
including Sojourn House Refugee Centre, 
Sistering, and YWCA shelters.

APRIL 20
WCH launches the COVIDCare@Home program 
to provide non-hospitalized COVID+ patients with 
remote care, helping them to safely manage their 
illness from home.

APRIL 30
Mrs. Choy, an 82-year-old resident at Kensington 
Gardens long-term care home, regains her strength 
and walks down the hall to the dining room for the 
first time since recovering from COVID-19 thanks to 
extra support provided by redeployed WCH staff.

MAY 15
WCH’s largest community partner, 

Kensington Gardens LTC home, 
celebrates the end of a COVID-19 

outbreak after the last resident is given 
the all clear. WCH has worked hand-in-

hand with this LTC home throughout 
the pandemic.

SEPTEMBER 17-27
Over 1,900 runners take to Toronto streets for women’s mental health 
by participating in the annual Toronto Run for Women presented by the 
LOVE. YOU. Program by Shoppers Drug Mart. The 10-day virtual event 
raises a record-breaking $338,000 for the Department of Psychiatry at 
WCH, bringing the total amount raised for WCH over the past eight years 
to over $1 million.

LATE SEPTEMBER 
Charlyn enrolls in the Trauma Therapy Program at WCH, 
taking the first step on her journey to healing and recovery 
from PSTD. Thanks to innovative advancements in virtual care, 
the Trauma Therapy Program was successfully moved online 
and continued to support patients throughout the pandemic.

OCTOBER 19
The Centre for Wise Practices 
in Indigenous Health at WCH, 
in collaboration with Na-
Me-Res, Seventh Generation 
Midwives Toronto, and Well 
Living House, launches the 
Indigenous-led Auduzhe 
Mino Nesewinong COVID-19 
Assessment Centre.

JANUARY 5
WCH’s Mobile Units are deployed to LTC 

homes again, but now to begin critical 
vaccination of staff and residents.

NOVEMBER 17
The Centre for Wise Practices in Indigenous Health, in 
collaboration with the Temerty Faculty of Medicine at 
the University of Toronto (UofT), holds a virtual opening 
ceremony for The Gathering Place at WCH - a new space 
for Indigenous learners, staff, faculty and community 
members. The opening of this space was made possible 
in part thanks to generous support from The Karen Green 
Charitable Trust and The Holdbest Foundation.

MARCH 8
On International Women’s Day close to 
2,000 women and their allies gather 
virtually to celebrate the 10th annual 
Women for Women’s – Women’s College 
Hospital Foundation’s signature fundraising 
gala. Together, we raised an incredible 
$560,225 to advance equitable access to 
healthcare for women and for all.

A YEAR OF CHALLENGE. A YEAR OF INNOVATION.
WATCH THE FULL WEBINAR HERE.

VISIT THE FOUR DIRECTIONS  
VIRTUAL HUB HERE.

READ TANVEER’S FULL STORY HERE.

WATCH VIDEOS OF THE DOCTALKS HERE.

READ MRS. CHOY’S 
FULL STORY HERE

READ MORE ABOUT HOW  
BETTER WOMEN IS HELPING 
LOUISE FEEL BETTER. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE 
GATHERING PLACE HERE.

READ CHARLYN’S FULL STORY HERE

JULY 30
Searching for resources to improve her 
health, grateful Family Practice Health 
Centre patient Louise enrolled in the BETTER 

Women program – a unique, evidence-based approach 
to helping women adopt healthier behaviours through 
peer-support coaching. Grateful for the improvements 
she saw in her health, Louise made the generous 
decision to double her monthly donation!

NOVEMBER 13
Donor Louise Fast steps forward with a $1 million 
gift to help bring together innovations in research, 
care, policy and knowledge translation, and make 

virtual care a mainstream option for patients and providers 
across the country.

JANUARY 26
WCH receives a $1 million grant 
from the 2020 TD Ready Challenge 
to address impacts of COVID-19 and 

accelerate the delivery of Women’s Virtual – 
Canada’s first virtual hospital. Recognized for 
its creative and scalable solutions, WCH was the 
only Canadian hospital to receive grant funding 
this year.  

MARCH
In celebration of Inter-
national Women’s Day, 
the LCBO announces 

WCHF as its Equity Partner and launches an online and point- 
of-sale fundraising campaign. Donations totaled over $2.1M, 
funding equity-focused research and programs that are scaled 
across the province, including for those struggling with substance 
use and addiction.

NOVEMBER 23
Women’s College Hospital Foundation announces 
a $1 million gift from HART Foundation to launch 
a new research and support initiative for those 
affected by sex trafficking.
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